Introduction
Molecules of the cadherin superfamily are defined by the presence of calcium binding, extracellular cadherin (EC) repeats. Members of the cadherin superfamily include the classic cadherins, protocadherins, desmosomal, Fat, and 7-pass transmembrane cadherins. 1 Cadherin superfamily members are conserved across species and most are expressed in the nervous system where they function in several aspects of neural development from neurogenesis and cell migration to synapse formation and plasticity. [1] [2] [3] [4] By definition the classic cadherins contain precisely 5 extracellular EC repeats (and no other conserved extracellular motifs) and an intracellular catenin-binding domain ( Fig. 1 ). For reference, other cadherin superfamily members have varying numbers of EC repeats, often in combination with other extracellular protein motifs, and do not bind the catenins. 3 The classic cadherins have been subject to investigation for many years, yet their role in the nervous system is still unclear. This review focuses on the role of the classic cadherins in target selection and synaptic specificity and aims to unify work spanning several decades starting from early suggestions that cadherins regulate specific circuit development based on their remarkably selective neuronal expression patterns to recent work that directly tests the role of individual cadherins in identified circuits using newly available genetic and imaging tools. For more information regarding the general role of cadherins and cadherin signaling in neural development, synapse formation, and plasticity we refer to several excellent reviews.
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The Development of Synaptic Specificity
At the turn of the 20th century, Ram on y Cajal famously documented the existence of specific neural connections through his detailed anatomical drawings of neuronal cell types and their orderly and selective axonal projections. 9 The term "synaptic specificity" describes the fact that neural connections do not form randomly, but instead are highly organized. Neurons often synapse only with specific types of partner neurons. This requires that presynaptic axons identify correct partners within a complex environment containing a myriad of incorrect cell types. Then neurons must build the appropriate types of synapses relevant to the types of neurons being connected.
The extreme specificity of neural connections is now well established but the molecular mechanisms responsible for generating synaptic specificity are only just beginning to be understood. Many cellular factors contribute to the development of synaptic specificity. These factors include temporal and spatial constraints, genetically specified molecular identities, and neural activity. Moreover, these factors are often inextricably linked. For example, genetically specified molecules can encode spatial constraints on growth 10 and neural activity can influence gene expression to provide neurons with a specific molecular identity. 11 The role of neural activity in circuit formation has been a particularly active area of investigation since Hubel and Wiesel's classic experiments showing that visual experience shapes the functional connectivity of visual circuits. 12 Subsequently, many studies have shown that neural activity mediates the removal of synapses from incorrect targets and the pruning of excessive synapses from correct targets. 13 Although activity plays a significant role in circuit refinement, many initial steps in target selection and synapse formation proceed normally in the complete absence of neural activity. [14] [15] [16] [17] Thus, synaptic specificity is initially mapped out in a large part because neurons are genetically programmed to express unique molecular features allowing them to be identified by other neurons. This idea is rooted in John Langley's early studies on nerve regeneration in cats and was elegantly conceptualized in Roger Sperry's "chemoaffinity hypothesis". 18, 19 Sperry predicted that synaptic specificity is based on matching cytochemical tags expressed on pre and postsynaptic neurons. The extreme interpretation of this is that every neuron expresses a unique molecular identity that matches one to one with its correct synaptic partner.
Remarkably, neurons have a unique individual molecular identity that, in vertebrates, is encoded by members of the cadherin superfamily known as the clustered protocadherins. Clustered protocadherins are single-pass transmembrane proteins with 6 extracellular EC domains and intracellular domains with no clear homology or conserved binding domains. 20, 21 In mice, 58 protocadherin genes are arranged in 3 clusters. Single cell RNA analysis of Purkinje neurons shows that individual neurons express about 1-3 isoforms from each cluster and expression is monoallelic and stochastic. [22] [23] [24] This means that there are hundreds of thousands of possible combinations, which afford many unique molecular identities.
Given that clustered protocadherins are located at synapses, 25, 26 their discovery generated excitement because it was thought Sperry's one-to-one cytochemical tags allowing neurons to recognize correct synaptic partners had been found. Recent work, however, shows that the unique molecular labels provided by clustered protocadherins have an important but alternative function. They are not directly required for synapse formation between 2 different neurons, but instead mediate self-recognition to prevent dendrites on the same cell from interacting. 27, 28 Clustered protocadherins are homophilic and their binding mediates repulsion, not adhesion. 28 The only dendrites a neuron is likely to contact with a strict homophilic match to its clustered protocadherins are its own dendrites and the repellent signaling causes the dendrites to spread apart from one another. Drosophila neurons use a similar mechanism of dendritic self-avoidance, but it is mediated by a completely different molecular family called Downs Syndrome cell adhesion molecules (DSCAMS). [29] [30] [31] Thus, studies indicate that neurons use their individual molecular identity to recognize themselves but not their synaptic partners.
Therefore, if not the clustered protocadherins, then what molecules mediate trans-cellular recognition among correct versus incorrect synaptic partners? The answer to this question is not yet solved and is likely to be a very complicated answer. Organizing the brain is an extremely complex process that requires the concerted action of many molecules, neural activity, and temporal events. However, new and increasing evidence suggests that one particularly important molecular family in regulating target recognition and synaptic specificity is the classic cadherins.
The Classic Cadherins
The mammalian classic cadherins, referred to from here as simply "cadherins," consist of approximately 20 genes that each encode a single-pass transmembrane protein with 5 EC repeats and intracellular binding domains for p120-catenin and b-catenin 32 ( Fig. 1) . Catenins are accepted as the primary intracellular mediators of cadherin signaling although other signaling mechanisms have been reported. [5] [6] [7] [8] For comparison, other members of the cadherin superfamily, including the protocadherins, do not bind catenins. 21 Mammalian cadherins can be further subdivided into type I and type II based on sequence homology in the first EC domain; a domain critical for trans-cellular cadherin-cadherin binding 3, 33, 34 (Fig. 1) . The human genome contains 5 type I and 13 type II cadherins 35 ( Fig. 1) . Like the clustered protocadherins, type I and type II cadherin binding is largely homophilic, 36 however, heterophilic interactions between cadherins of the same subtype have been observed in vitro. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] Cadherins are found in dendrites, axons, and growth cones of young neurons. Live imaging studies suggest they preferentially cluster in pre and postsynaptic compartments at nascent synapses and then are maintained at pre and postsynaptic structures as synapses mature. 42 Synaptic localization has been shown for several different cadherin molecules by light and electron microscopy in brain sections, cultured neurons, and slice cultures. [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] More specifically, cadherins are commonly found at puncta adherentia, structures analogous to adherens junctions that are located adjacent to the synaptic active zone, 44, 45, 51 but cadherins have also been shown to associate directly with the postsynaptic density. 52 Crystal structures of several cadherin extracellular domains suggest that trans-cellular cadherin interactions are the perfect length (»40 nm) to span the synaptic cleft. 39, 53, 54 Thus, cadherins are expressed at the right place and time to function throughout synapse development.
Many Cadherins Have Circuit-Specific Expression in the Brain
The cadherins have been postulated to provide a molecular code to guide the formation of specific synaptic connections since the late 1980s and 90s when many cadherin family members were cloned and their expression patterns analyzed. [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] Although some cadherins, particularly those of the type I class, are widely expressed in the vertebrate brain, most type II cadherins are differentially expressed by subpopulations of neurons. Intriguingly, expression of type II cadherins often follows functional connections within circuits. 59, [62] [63] [64] Takeichi and collegues provided an early demonstration of this when they injected a fluorescent dye in regions of the cortex expressing either cadherin-6 or cadherin-8 and retrograde uptake of the dye resulted in selective labeling of cadherin-6 or cadherin-8-expressing thalamic neurons respectively. 62 This indicated that neurons are selectively connected to other neurons that express matching cadherins and suggests that the cadherins themselves may be responsible for guiding the connectivity.
However, the idea that cadherins guide selective connectivity fell out of favor for many years because experiments investigating cadherins in the nervous system failed to provide conclusive evidence to support this role. In hindsight, this likely resulted from several reasons. First, analyses of cadherin function in the nervous system have overwhelmingly centered on the role of N-cadherin (also known as cadherin-2) in cultured neurons.
6,8 N-cadherin is a type I cadherin that is broadly expressed by most neurons and, with some exceptions, studies largely suggest N-cadherin has a primary role in general synapse function and plasticity rather than in synaptic specificity. Second, a common approach to study cadherins in the brain has been to simultaneously ablate the function of all cadherins using dominant negative constructs or catenin knockouts. [65] [66] [67] These first 2 strategies led to important discoveries about the general functions of cadherins in neural development, but by design they do not permit analysis of specificity. Third, overlapping and combinatorial cadherin expression along with potential functional redundancy with other synaptic specificity molecules ensures high fidelity of circuit formation but also means that chances are great that the loss of 1 or 2 cadherin genes will not result in obvious connectivity defects.
Differentially Expressed Cadherins in Synaptic Specificity
Other than the expression data mentioned above, there had been some findings that suggested but did not directly test a role for cadherins in specificity. This includes the finding that overexpression of cadherin-11 increases synapse density in cultured neurons whereas overexpression of either cadherin-13, cadherin-9, or N-cadherin does not. 51, 65, 68 Axons of hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) neurons grow longer on an N-cadherin substrate compared to a cadherin-8 substrate 69 and motor neurons use differential expression of type II cadherins to sort into topographically defined motor pools. 63 It was also shown that high frequency stimulation capable of inducing long term potentiation in the medial molecular layer of the hippocampus selectively decreases cadherin-8 from this layer but does not alter N-cadherin expression. 70 Together, these observations suggest that different cadherins function distinctly at different types of synapses.
Recent technological advances in neuron and synapse labeling, imaging, and gene manipulation have facilitated more direct and detailed investigations of the role of cadherins in specificity. As a result, studies from the last few years have begun to provide strong evidence that the cadherins play important roles in directing synaptic specificity in the mouse. For example, one study investigated axon targeting of non-image forming retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). Here, the authors observed that among the many neuronal target areas of RGCs, cadherin-6 is selectively expressed by a unique subset of targets used in non-image forming visual processes. 71 Furthermore, a subpopulation of RGC axons that expresses cadherins-3 and -6 selectively projects to cadherin-6-expressing targets but not to other nearby RGC target areas. These RGC axons have a variety of projection defects in cadherin-6 knockout mice, often overshooting targets. 71 The results suggest cadherin-6 is required for these axons to accurately identify their specific target areas in the brain, likely via cadherin-6 homophilic interactions between this subset of RGC axons and their matching target areas.
Another study in the visual system showed that differentially expressed cadherins are necessary for proper laminar targeting of retinal bipolar cells. 72 Experiments with cell-type specific markers revealed that cadherin-8 and cadherin-9 are selectively and specifically expressed in 2 distinct populations of bipolar cells (BCs) that are part of a direction-selective visual circuit. Cadherin-8 is expressed in so called BC2s while cadherin-9 is expressed in BC5s. 72 Axons from BC2 and BC5 cells target different synaptic laminae within the inner plexiform layer. Using knockout mice, the authors showed that cadherin-8 and cadherin-9 loss-of-function leads to aberrant laminar targeting and functional connectivity defects only in BC cells that normally express the missing cadherin. 72 Furthermore, ectopic overexpression of cadherin-8 in BC5s or cadherin-9 in BC2s is sufficient to redirect axons to the wrong synaptic layer. 72 These results provide evidence that differentially expressed type II cadherins play an instructive role in targeting axons to correct laminar targets.
Studies have also examined type-II cadherin mediated specificity at the synaptic level. In the hippocampus, principal cells receive synaptic input from different types of neurons and these different synapses can be identified in cultured hippocampal neurons using unique molecular markers. 51 Screening candidate genes for a role in the formation of distinct subtypes of synapses in vitro led to the identification of cadherin-9. Cadherin-9 is strongly expressed in hippocampal DG and CA3 neurons and not by any other types of hippocampal neurons. 51, 58 Knockdown of cadherin-9 in vitro caused specific reduction of DG-CA3 synapses leaving other hippocampal synapses intact whereas an in vivo knockdown of cadherin-9 resulted in severely altered morphology of DG-CA3 mossy fiber synapses. 51 These results suggest that cadherin-9 is selectively required to regulate pre-and postsynaptic development of hippocampal mossy fiber synapses. This is likely mediated via homophilic interactions between DG axons and CA3 dendrites.
In the pontocerebellar circuit, pontine nucleus axons synapse onto granule cells and not with nearby Purkinje neurons.
Kuwako et al. showed that cadherin-7 is specifically present in pontine nucleus and granule neurons. 73 Knockdown of cadherin-7 in pontine nucleus neurons in vivo causes some pontine nucleus axons to incorrectly invade the Purkinje cell layer. In addition, knockdown of cadherin-7 in vitro causes impaired synapse formation between pontine nucleus and granule neurons. 73 Taken together, data from several studies now supports the hypothesis that cadherins participate in directing the development of synaptic specificity. The primary mechanism used by cadherins to mediate synaptic specificity in the vertebrate brain is likely via differential expression of type II cadherin genes (Fig. 2) . This model postulates that when neurons encounter another neuron expressing the same cadherin, synapse formation is more likely to occur than if a neuron encounters another neuron in which cadherin expression does not match. Transcriptional mechanisms that control the differential expression of cadherins is an interesting unsolved question and is an active area of investigation. 74 Moreover, it remains unclear whether the actual signal to build a synapse is directly mediated by cadherin intracellular signaling or indirectly mediated by cadherins via increased axo-dendritic adhesion leading to activation of other synaptogenic molecules. Studies on N-cadherin suggest that both possibilities may be correct. On one hand, N-cadherin/catenin signaling can directly recruit synaptic vesicles to the presynapse 75, 76 and, on the other hand, Ncadherin can indirectly affect synapse formation by enhancing the function of neuroligin, a highly synaptogenic transsynaptic molecule.
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Broadly Expressed Cadherins in Synaptic Specificity
The concept that differentially expressed (primarily type II) cadherins regulate synaptic specificity based on locating appropriate partner neurons that express matching cadherins has been technically difficult to test until recently but represents a straightforward mechanism of differential adhesion leading to specific connectivity.
Interestingly, studies in Drosophila provide evidence that broadlyexpressed cadherins can also regulate synaptic specificity but the mechanisms may be distinct from those used by differentially expressed cadherins in the mammalian brain.
The Drosophila genome has only 3 classic cadherins; E-cadherin, N-cadherin, and the less understood N-cadherin2. Notably, the sequences of these cadherins are significantly different from their vertebrate counterparts. 3, 79 Drosophila N-cadherin (DN-cadherin) has 15 EC repeats, a fly classic cadherin box region, and several EGF-like repeat regions. 3, 79 Nonetheless, like vertebrate N-cadherin, DN-cadherin is widely expressed in most neurons and plays many roles in neural development including synaptic specificity. How does DN-cadherin regulate synaptic specificity when it is ubiquitously expressed and does not provide a target-specific cue? One mechanism is that DN-cadherin expression is temporally regulated. It is known that Drosophila axons from the R8 class of photoreceptor cells terminate in the medulla layer known as M3. In contrast, R7 photoreceptor axons terminate in the more distal layer M6. All the axons and target cells express DN-cadherin, but it was shown that differential expression of a zinc-finger transcription factor drives high levels of DN-cadherin expression earlier in R8 cells compared to R7 cells. 80 DN-cadherin is thought to cause R8 axons to stop growing and adhere at the peak of DN-cadherin expression that happens to occur when axons arrive at the M3 layer. 80 In contrast, R7 axons have lower adhesion and continue growing to the M6 layer. 80 Thus, although eventually most neurons express DNcadherin, they express it at different time points in development when the axons are encountering different synaptic partners. A similar mechanism could also occur in mammalian neurons. In cultured rat and mouse neurons, N-cadherin has different functions depending on the age of the neurons. Blocking cadherin function in neurons prior to synapse maturation has strong effects on synapse density whereas blocking cadherin function after synapse formation does not affect synapse density. 81 In addition, although N-cadherin is broadly expressed in the mammalian cortex, it is enriched in specific brain regions at different developmental time points. In particular, the enrichment of Ncadherin in cortical layer IV in early postnatal animals may play a role in directing thalamacortical axons precisely to this layer during development. 82 In addition to tightly controlled temporal expression of N-cadherin, it is possible that broadly expressed cadherins regulate specificity through differential subcellular localization or regulated surface trafficking. This remains to be conclusively tested, but there is correlative evidence to support each possibility. For example, as rodent neurons mature, N-cadherin is retained at excitatory synapses and excluded from inhibitory synapses. 45, 46 Conversely, E-cadherin localizes to and is required for inhibitory synapse formation. 45, 83 It is possible that the selective retention of N-and E-cadherin at excitatory vs. inhibitory synapses is primarily mediated by other synaptic specificity molecules like the neuroligins. Different neuroligin genes are well known to have a strong bias toward excitatory (neuroligin-1) versus inhibitory (neuroligin-2) synapses and cadherins have been shown to associate with neuroligins via intracellular synaptic scaffolds. [84] [85] [86] Although this idea remains to be directly tested, it emphasizes the complex nature of synaptic specificity, which is likely mediated by a network of synaptic molecules. A second example of regulated surface trafficking of cadherins was shown in Drosophila. Photoreceptor cell targeting is disrupted in Rab6 (a GTPase) and Ric-1 homolog (Rich, a Rab6 binding protein) mutants. 87 Rab6 regulates vesicle transport and causes a specific reduction of DN-cadherin expression at synapses suggesting that regulated trafficking of cadherins is another way that broadly-expressed N-cadherin can influence synaptic specificity. 87 One mechanism that does not appear to play a major role in cadherin-directed synaptic specificity is alternative splicing. DNcadherin has up to 12 isoforms, but the isoforms do not have biochemical differences and isoform diversity is not required for R7/ R8 photoreceptor targeting. 88, 89 Vertebrate cadherins have few splice forms and evidence suggests that the classic cadherin gene family diversified by gene duplication events rather than alternative splicing mechanisms. 3 
Combinatorial Coding Increases the Selectivity and Fidelity of Neural Circuits
There are billions of neurons in the human brain that must assemble and organize into countless numbers of specific circuits and microcircuits. One question that often arises about the cadherins is how such a relatively small number of cadherin molecules could possibly accomplish this task? Each cadherin is independently transcribed from an individual gene locus and expression studies indicate most neuronal cell types express more than one cadherin. Thus, from a purely mathematic perspective there are hundreds of thousands of unique combinations that the 18 classic cadherins or just the 13 classic type II cadherins can generate. This level of diversity is not necessarily even needed given that a developing brain goes through many stages prior to synapse formation. By the time an axon has been guided to the correct area where it will make a synapse, it is faced with a much simpler problem of choosing between a few cell types in the local area. For this task, the diversity of the classic cadherins is more than sufficient to identify specific target cell populations and construct different types of synapses. It is important to distinguish that although cadherins may theoretically be capable of providing a unique cellular identity, there is little evidence for this and we favor a model in which the cadherins provide a population identity. This is based on in situ and expression studies showing that cadherin expression levels vary substantially between different cell types but not between individual neurons of the same type. 58, 90 How does a neuron choose between one cell and another cell of the same type? This aspect of specificity is likely to occur independent of the cadherins and although the mechanism is not known, timing, spatial constraints, randomization, and neural activity may all play a role in refining circuits at this level.
Although the cadherins may be capable of providing molecular diversity to wire the entire brain, the most realistic answer is that they likely do not -at least not on their own. As mentioned throughout this review, it is almost certain that the cadherins function together with other cell adhesion, axon guidance, and synaptogenic molecules on the neuronal cell surface. Interactions between cadherins and other cell adhesion systems can take several forms. First, cadherins act redundantly with other adhesion systems whereby both sets of molecules signal to accomplish the same task. For example, DN-cadherin and a 7-pass transmembrane cadherin Flamingo act redundantly to polarize Drosophila photoreceptor growth cones toward correct synaptic partners. 91 Cadherins can also act in a complementary push-pull manner with other cell surface proteins. In this case, the cadherins are usually the positive adhesive cues promoting appropriate synapse formation while repellent cues push an axon or dendrite away from incorrect synaptic partners. An example of this type of mechanism was reported in the Drosophila medulla where DNcadherin mediates adhesion between an axon and its correct synaptic target zone while Sema/Plexin signaling provides a simultaneous repellent signal to keep the axon out of nearby incorrect synaptic areas. 92 Cadherins also affect synaptic specificity through their ability to modulate synaptogenic signals. In most cases, cadherins are necessary, but not sufficient, to induce de novo synapse formation. 51, 65, 81, [93] [94] [95] However, recent work showed that N-cadherin modulates recruitment of neuroligin-1. Previous studies found an indirect biochemical link between neuroligins and N-cadherin via S-SCAM and b-catenin [84] [85] [86] and more recent results from 2 different groups show that Ncadherin is necessary to cluster neuroligin-1 at synaptic sites. 77, 78 Thus, overexpression of neuroligin-1 is synaptogenic, but only in the presence of N-cadherin. 77, 78 Together, these 2 cell adhesion systems promote the clustering of synaptic vesicles and increase the probability of synaptic vesicle release. 77, 78 As discussed in the previous sections, almost all individual neurons (certainly all cortical and hippocampal neurons) also express other classic cadherins in addition to N-cadherin. An unanswered question is whether other classic cadherins also synergize with synaptogenic molecules like neuroligin? One intriguing possibility is that different cadherins may synergize with different cell adhesion molecules to organize distinct classes of synapses. Future studies are needed to understand how specific members of the classic cadherin family interact with neuroligins and other synaptogenic cues.
Combinatorial coding among the cadherins themselves and with other synaptic molecules is expected to dramatically increase the fidelity of neural circuit formation. It also is likely a major reason why direct evidence showing that cadherins regulate synaptic specificity has been so sparse. In the hippocampus, each class of excitatory neuron expresses 4-5 different cadherins. 58, 90 This provides each cell type with a unique extracellular identity but there is enough overlap among them that the global loss or overexpression of any one cadherin may do little to significantly alter the molecular adhesion or identity of synaptic partners. Depleting all cadherin signaling by knocking out cadherin signaling molecules reveals synaptic defects 67, 86 but also obscures any analysis of specificity. One experimental paradigm that may overcome this conundrum is to sparsely deplete individual cadherins from neurons using viral transfections, in utero electroporation, or conditional genetic techniques. As recently shown for neuroligin, sparse deletion can put individual cells at a competitive disadvantage and reveal the function of a molecule when global changes in gene expression do not. 96 Cadherins, Synaptic Specificity, and Neurodevelopmental Disorders
The cadherins are emerging as important regulators of synapse form and function. Therefore, it is not surprising that cadherin genes are implicated in the etiology of a variety of neurological disorders. Supporting a role for cadherins in synaptic specificity, alterations in different cadherin genes are associated with distinct neurological disorders in humans. Genetic deletions or copy number variations of cadherin-8 and the GPI-linked cadherin-13 were identified in patients with autism and learning disability. 97, 98 Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within the cadherin-13 gene associate with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and alcoholism and a SNP between cadherin-9 and -10 associates with autism. [99] [100] [101] In addition, a chromosomal rearrangement involving cadherin-9 was identified in a family with non-syndromic mental retardation. 102 Finally, analysis of a monozygotic twin pair discordant for schizophrenia identified a genetic deletion between cadherins-12 and -18. 103 So far, at least 2 of these genetic associations have led to follow up studies supporting their role in disease. First, in a study of over 7,000 participants, the high-risk autism SNP between cadherin-9 and cadherin-10 correlates with lower communication traits in the general population. 104 This interesting finding suggests isolated genetic aberrations are important, but need to accumulate or undergo environmental stresses before behavioral impairments are severe enough to reach functional and clinical significance. 105 Second, in a cohort of 238 children, the presence of the ADHD-associated SNP in cadherin-13 was found to specifically correlate with a defect in verbal working memory, but not with spatial working memory. 106 This finding provides the first glimpse that cadherins may also regulate circuit specificity in humans. It suggests that cadherin-13 may be required for the formation of specific circuits involved with verbal working memory but not for circuits specific to spatial working memory or other cognitive functions. It is important to note that most of these studies identified SNPs or deletions in non-coding genomic regions associated with a cadherin. These alterations may be located in regulatory regions affecting expression of the nearby cadherin gene, but more studies are required to determine whether or not expression of individual cadherins are actually affected by these genomic alterations.
Conclusions and Future Directions
Experiments over the last 10 years provide increasing evidence that cadherins are important mediators in the formation of specific neural circuits, however, many questions remain. One major unresolved issue is the nature of cadherin heterogeneity. While it is likely all cadherins undergo strong homophilic interactions, in vitro binding assays indicate that some cadherins form heterophilic interactions with other cadherin family members. Equally important for understanding the role of different cadherins in synaptic specificity is to understand how they signal. Is specificity governed exclusively by adhesive extracellular matching or are distinct intracellular signaling mechanisms required? By definition, all classic cadherins bind the catenins and catenins are critical for synapse formation, but some cadherins have been shown to interact directly and indirectly with other synaptic proteins including glutamate receptors (AMPA, NMDA, and kainate type), scaffolding proteins (AKAP79/150, GRIP), and signaling molecules (Vangl2, p38 MAPK). 95, [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] Nonetheless, the precise signaling mechanisms used by cadherins during the process of synaptic specificity remain unknown. Another unresolved question is at what stage in synapse development are cadherins required? Are they activated at the moment of axo-dendritic contact or are they recruited some time later? This answer is likely to be complex because previous work suggests the role of the cadherins changes as neurons mature. 81 In conclusion, although cadherin and cadherin-signaling has been extensively studied since the first cadherin was cloned in 1980 (resulting in tens of thousands of published manuscripts), there is still much more to learn about the role of cadherins in the brain. Now that cadherins are becoming established as important molecules in the development of synaptic specificity, future experiments can be aimed at elucidating the specialized mechanisms used by cadherins to wire the brain during neural development.
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